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QUESTION 1

AMAZON.MoreIntent is comparable to which of the following Amazon Alexa intents? (Choose two.) 

A. AMAZON.ResumeIntent 

B. AMAZON.ScrollDownIntent 

C. AMAZON.RepeatIntent 

D. AMAZON.ScrollRightIntent 

E. AMAZON.LoopOnIntent 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/standard-built-
inintents.html#amazonmoreintent 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following occur when a beta test of a live skill times out? (Choose two.) 

A. The beta tester will lose access to the beta skill and will need to reenable the live skill 

B. The beta tester will receive an email saying the beta test has ended 

C. The administrator will receive an email confirming that the beta tester has been removed 

D. The beta tester will lose access to the beta skill but will maintain access to the live skill 

E. The beta skill history in the Amazon Alexa app will disappear once the beta test has ended 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

A travel booking skill has slot elicitation for fromCity, toCity, and travelDate inside of a dialog. After going live, the skill is
getting negative reviews stating that the skill does not understand the city names when customers try to book travel. 

The Alexa Skill Builder adds AMAZON.FallbackIntent to the interaction model with the goal of providing better
messaging for out-of-domain utterances. 

Why will the addition of AMAZON.FallbackIntent fail to resolve the customer issue? 

A. AMAZON.FallbackIntent will not be triggered in the middle of a dialog. 

B. A handler cannot be added to a Live skill. 

C. AMAZON.FallbackIntent will cause the slot values to be incorrectly mapped. 
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D. AMAZON.FallbackIntent cannot be present in a skill with a Dialog directive. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An Alexa Skill Builder adds a colleague to a skill using the beta test feature. The colleague logs in to the developer
console to edit the interaction model and cannot see the skill. 

Why is this happening? 

A. The colleague needs the ROLE_ADMINISTRATOR enablement. 

B. The skill was not submitted for publishing. 

C. The colleague was not made an administrator in the beta test tool. 

D. The colleague has not been added to the skill\\'s developer account. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/skills-beta-testing-for-alexaskills.html 

 

QUESTION 5

An Alexa Skill Builder is building an interactive storytelling skill where the user can choose their own path through the
story. The Builder wants Amazon Alexa to narrate the story and use custom audio for the dialogue for each character,
along with various sound effects. 

How can these requirements be met? 

A. Record custom audio for each segment of the story, then stream audio files stored on Amazon S3 using the
AudioPlayer interface for each segment of the story. 

B. Develop each response as text, and let Alexa speak each part differently using SSML markup for to alter the Alexa
voice for each character. 

C. Record custom audio for each character voice and the sound effects in the story, then include the custom audio
using SSML markup in the response. 

D. Record the entire story as custom audio and stream the audio stored on Amazon S3 using the AudioPlayer
interface. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/audioplayer-interfacereference.html 
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